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 Railway Heritage Day  
  

The SRHA's first Railway Heritage Day (or Open House as it was originally called), was held on the Labour 

Day Weekend in 1991.  It was a successful weekend which attracted between 350 to 400 visitors during the full 

three days of operation.  Open House weekends were also held in 1992 and 1993 and were also a three day 

operation held on their respective Long Weekends.  In June 1994, the "Open House' was only a one day event 

and it was named 'Rail Days'.  After a long hiatus the next "Open House' was held in June 2001 and it was a one 

day event.  The following year, a two day event was also held in June and named 'Railway Days'. In June 2003, 

a one day event was called 'Railway Heritage Day (the name we know it as today), and included much of what 

we provide up to the present day.  The SRHA has held a Railway Heritage Day every year since. 

 
This year’s version of Railway Heritage Day was held this year on July 7th.  Bill Rafoss and Fred Tatler Co-

chaired this year’s edition of Railway Heritage Day which saw 123 guests come out for the event, on what was 

a beautiful sunny but breezy Sunday. 12 Museum members and several spouses assisted along with our summer 

students to provide rides, interpretation and delicious food to visitors who came out.   

 

                  
       Museum members Art Dunlap and Cal                         Cal Sexsmith, George Gazuk and summer 

       Sexsmith discuss shingles on Brisbin Station               student Josh Kurtenbach visit at Brisbin during 

       while awaiting visitors.                                                a lull in the action. 
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       Visitors pile onto gang car for a ride on the                 Keith Flory explains the telegraph equipment 

       speeder to Argo Station.                                               setup in Brisbin Station to visitors. 

                                                                                   

                 
      Bill Rafoss and Josh Kurtenbach waiting to                 Lorne and Norm Dyck cooking the burgers 

      give speeder and handcar rides.                                    and hotdogs for hungry visitors. 

                              

 

                 
       MP Kelly Block poses with Lindsay Sthamann           A family enters the CN snow plough 

       and Josh Kurtenbach, our summer students who  

       are funded through Federal funding programmes  

       Young Canada Works and Service Canada 
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       The gang car is loaded and ready for the trip                 A visitor peers into the window of #40 streetcar. 

       to Argo Station.                                                   

 

                 
      George Gazuk waits on the platform for the                   Chris Boon and PJ Kennedy watch as visitors 

      next speeder full of visitors.                                            enter #51streetcar. 

                                                                   

              
      PJ Kennedy discusses advertising posters with               A family enjoys a picnic lunch while visiting 

      visitors in #51 streetcar.                                                   the Museum during Railway Heritage day. 
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      Bill Chimboryk and Cal Sexsmith talk with Josh            Betty, Norm & Lorne Dyck working the 

      Kurtenbach before he takes visitors to Argo Station.       concession feeding hungry visitors and members.  

.                                            

 

                  
      Bill Rafoss takes visitors on a short handcar                    Another speeder full of visitors nears Unity  

      ride from Brisbin to the shop and back.                            platform. 

 

 

                                                                      
       Visitors enter Kirkella.                                                    CN didn’t deliberately try to upstage the event, 

                                                                                                but a timely freight caught this visitor’s attention.        
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 Chair’s Report 
 

  
    Chair’s Report 

 

By Cal Sexsmith 

 

The Board of the SRHA recently approved a Purchasing Policy for the Association. The reason for the policy is 

to determine who may spend how much money on what and what approvals, if any, are needed. 

The Policy allows the following purchases to be made without approval of the Board or the Membership: 

1. Directors may spend up to $100 at any one time on behalf of the SRHA. 

2. Committee Chairs may spend up to their approved budget providing that there are sufficient monies 

available in the appropriate fund. 

3. The Board may authorize members other than Directors or Committee Chairs to be in control of a 

specific budget and/or fund. 

4. A Director or Committee Chair may delegate their spending authority to another member. 

5. The Board may approve up to a $500 un-budgeted purchase. Purchases over $500 will require approval 

of the Membership. 

6. To obtain reimbursement original receipts must be submitted to the Treasurer. 

The policy gives Committee Chairs and others the authority to make purchases for their budgeted and funded 

projects without needing to get approval from the Board or Membership once the budget and funds are in place 

while maintaining appropriate financial controls. The policy also gives the Board the authority to make minor 

unbudgeted purchases while requiring Membership approval for major purchases (over $500). 

The SRHA currently has 15 formal policies on a variety of subjects. These policies help guide the Board in 

making decisions with respect to the Association and the Museum. Following is a list of the formal policies 

currently in place. If you would be interested in obtaining a copy of any or all of these policies please contact 

me and I can email you copies of the policies you are interested in seeing. In future we hope to have a hard copy 

of our policies available in the Staff Room. 

 

POLICY NUMBER POLICY TITLE 

0105 Accessioning Policy 

0205 Collections Policy 

0305 Conservation-Care of Collections Policy 

0405 De-Accessioning Policy 

0500 Dissolution Policy 

0700 Finance Policy 

0800 Fund Raising Policy 

1005 Loans Policy 

1100 Marketing-Public Relations Policy 

1206 Membership Dues Policy 

1300 Policy on Policy 

1400 Publications Policy 

1513 Travel Expense Policy 

1613 Volunteer Policy 

1713 Purchasing Policy 
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Canadian Pacific Kirkella 

 

The Kirkella was built by Pullman in June 1913 as a first class, wooden sleeping car measuring 77' 8" long. In 

its original configuration it had 12 open sections and one drawing room. This car type is usually referred to as a 

12-1. The 12-1 sleeping car was the most common type during the first half of the 20th Century.  The car was 

steel sheathed in May 1928. 

 

 
Photo showing Kirkella in original CP livery 

 

 

Each open section consists of two facing seats during the day and upper and lower berths at night. The seats 

fold together to form the lower berth and the upper berth is lowered from the ceiling. The bedding is stored in 

the upper berth during the day. Heavy curtains provide privacy at night and a ladder is provided for the upper 

berth. There is space under each seat for a suitcase. A large washroom (one for men and one for women) was 

provided at each end of the car. The men's washroom included a smoking lounge with 3 sinks 2 chairs and a 

sofa, while the ladies washroom included 3 sinks, 2 chairs and a small counter. The drawing room was a private 

room that included an upper berth and two lowers along with a private washroom.   

 

As the Kirkella was originally built as a wood bodied, steel under frame car, we believe that the original wood 

superstructure still exists under the steel sides.  The Kirkella was downgraded from a first class sleeping car to a 

tourist class sleeping car on September 15, 1946 when the Drawing Room was replaced with a 13th section 

adjacent to section 2. It was likely at this time that the interior woodwork was painted.  

 

On November 16, 1956 the Kirkella was removed from passenger service, renumbered 411641 and placed in 

work car service as a carman's sleeper. Carmen are mechanics who repair railway rolling stock. They used the 

Kirkella as a bunkhouse and washroom when they were cleaning up train wrecks. At that time of conversion, 

the original men's washroom and smoking lounge, and six of the sections were removed. The wall between the 

remaining (original women's) washroom and the corridor was removed and this area was converted to a 

foreman's office and bedroom. The remaining six sections were used as sleeping quarters for the carmen. The 

space that had contained the removed passenger facilities were then used for the heating and air-conditioning 

plant and a large washroom including a shower. The Kirkella's most recent assignment was to the Cranbrook, 

BC wreck train. It was retired from this service in 1996. 
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Photo showing Kirkella repainted in GT markings for ‘Summer of the Monkeys’ 

 

The Museum acquired the Kirkella in 1996. In 1997 it was used in the filming of the movie "Summer of the 

Monkeys". In preparation for its movie role the roof was repaired, layers of paint were stripped from the 

original woodwork of the remaining sections and newer materials were painted to resemble the cars original 

appearance. The washroom was converted into the movie people's idea of what a baggage car should look like. 

On the outside the roof was repaired and the paint on the south side touched up.  

So as not to offend their American viewers, the movie people painted out the CP Rail Lettering and replaced it 

with Grand Trunk lettering. 

 

Information originally provided by Cal Sexsmith in his SASKATCHEWAN RAILWAY MUSEUM GUIDE 

TO MAJOR ARTIFACTS, APRIL 1, 2001. 

Additional information provided by Dale Wilson (Nickel Belt Rails), by way of correspondence and folio 

drawings. 

 

 

Did You Know? 
 

The C.P.R. Sleeping Car 'Kirkella' was named after a farm in the Broadview/ Rocanville Subdivisions called 

"Kirkella Farm" owned by a Mr. Watson. 

 

 

Upcoming Events: 

 
Note that the Museum will be closing at 4:00pm on September 2, 2013, so that we can have our Staff 

appreciation barbeque. The barbeque will run from 4:00pm until 6:00pm and all members are encouraged to 

attend. 
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Museum News: 
 

Oban Tower Stairs & Siding (as well as other stairs and siding on Hawker site) 
            
The most important thing I want to say is a  Super Big Thank You to the crew who have helped with all of this 

(these) project(s). 
 

I sincerely hope I haven't missed anyone when I list the names of those who helped: 

Les Gammel, Bill Rafoss, Bill Chimboryk, Norm Dyck, Lorne Lavier (new member), Warren Clancy (has been 

trying to come as often as he can as his health permits), Mark Fidelak (has only been able to help once or twice 

due to his work schedule), James Dyck (not a member but volunteered a day before he went out of the province 

for summer student employment), Ev Chimboryk and Linda Flory (these ladies painted the siding boards after 

being milled at Keith's place).  

 

Although the Oban Tower stairs and south wall siding replacement has been perhaps the most noteworthy it is 

actually only part of the whole project we took on several years ago when it was decided to do something about 

the failing condition of all the stairs, railings and platforms on the museum site.   

We had a very rude awakening about 4:00 PM on Sept 6, 2010  

           

On the last day that we were open to the public a young mother  

who was exiting the CPR snow plough took two steps down the  

stairs when it completely collapsed (see attached photo).   

I couldn't believe how it totally fell apart.  Fortunately, she was  

not seriously injured and did not wish to make a big issue of it.   

                              

I made several trips to the museum that fall making close  

inspections and taking many pictures of all the stairs, platforms  

and handrails on site.  I was quite shocked at just how bad things  

were.  I took it upon myself to design and make drawings of the  

stairs etc required.  I first had to do some research as to what the  

National Building Code required for these things when used in a  

public environment.  Fortunately I'm quite comfortable using an     Photo courtesy of Keith Flory                 

Auto-CADD drafting program so I spent literally hundreds of hours                                             

and up late many nights drawing up the forty some drawings required to build all the parts.  I estimated that it 

would cost several thousand dollars just for the material and that if we used treated lumber we could build the 

stairs ourselves.  

 

We decided to approach Dakota Dunes CDC for possible funding.  After submitting an application and meeting 

with them several times we were granted over $6000.  Even though they normally give their grants on a 50/50 

basis we were able to get them to agree to pay for all of the material if we provided our 50% in the form of the 

labour required to build everything.  I was hoping that we could get various members to build some of the stairs 

in their home shops over the winter.   

 

At this point, fellow member PJ Kennedy suggested that we approach SIAST at the Kelsey Campus to see if 

they could help with the building of the stairs etc.  This turned out to be an excellent idea and in hind site I am 

so glad that we didn't try to do it on our own.  Les Gammel and I met with Jeff Chow, the head instructor of the 

SIAST carpentry apprenticeship program on August 25, 2011 at the Hawker site.  I showed him my drawings 

and what was required on site.  He felt that this was the perfect project for his 3
rd

 year carpenter apprentices. 
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We made arrangements with Rona Lumber to deliver the material to Kelsey on the dates required.  The first half 

of the stairs were started on November 8 under the guidance of instructor Kelvin.  I had to make several early 

morning rush trips to the city to go to Rona and then Kelsey delivering more screws and other odds and ends.  

Within a week we were on our way to Hawker with a three-ton flat-deck delivery truck full of stairs.   

 

The second  half the the stairs were started on November 30 under the guidance of lady instructor Cris and 

again within a week we had the stairs all built.  This time we had more than the three-ton delivery truck could 

handle so Nelson Rystrom, a good friend of mine, used his flat-deck trailer to help haul some of the stairs out to 

Hawker.  We now had fourteen sets of stairs (over twenty individual assemblies) on site.             

 

I often think back to early spring of 2012 when I would look at the pile of stairs etc sitting in the snow out at 

Hawker and how I was intimidated by what we had taken on and wondered if we would ever see the end of the 

project.  During the summer of 2012 Les Gammel was a tremendous help working with me as we tackled one 

set of stairs after another working around the site – often building forms and mixing concrete before we could 

actually set the stairs in place.  It wasn't until we tackled Oban Tower later in the summer that we started to get 

the assistance of more members. 

 

Oban Tower turned out to be a bit more than we bargained for.  Just tearing apart the old stairs was a lot of 

work but thanks to the additional members who pitched in to help it went fairly fast. We decided it was best to 

pour a larger slab of concrete for the base than I had originally planned.  Fortunately we were able to get several 

yards of concrete from Mini-Mix for only a tax receipt. We then found that the siding on the south wall of Oban 

was completely shot and had to be replaced before we could install the stairs.  That's about as far as we got with 

the project on site in 2012. 

 

Later in the fall at home I modified my wood shaper so that I could mill spruce lap siding similar to what was 

required on Oban Tower.  I built an old fashioned out-house for out at the horse shelter here at home using this 

type of lap siding and was surprised at how well it worked out. 

 

On May 27 this year a crew of about eight members and volunteers came out to my place to help mill and paint 

540 lineal feet of lap siding for Oban.  Over the next several Wednesday work sessions we replaced all the 

siding on the south wall of Oban Tower and gave it a finishing coat of paint.  The result was nothing short of 

spectacular.  It looks great!            

 

Installing the stairs on Oban also turned out to be a bit of a mission.  The height and size of the stairs with the 

four of fourteen foot 6x6 timber supports meant that it was far too much to lift by hand.  We opted to use the 

Service Truck only to find that it was acting up rather badly.  Bill Rafoss arranged to get a mechanic from 

Propane-Plus to come out and work his magic on the engine.  It paid off as the truck worked almost flawlessly 

during the several lift sessions installing the components of the Oban stairs.  At the time of this writing the 

Oban stairs are complete and the south wall siding is awaiting the installation of the trim boards.  The boards 

have been painted and are on site ready to go up.   

 

As a final word I would once again like to say a Big Thank You to the faithful crew who's been helping me 

with all of this.   

 

Keith Flory    
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   Oban Tower photo showing completed stairs and siding courtesy of Keith Flory 

 

 

Parkside Parade 

 
On June 29, 2013, the Museum was represented in the village of Parkside’s 100th Anniversary Parade. Museum 

member Fred Tatler, entered a float with the CN handcar prominently displayed.  

 

Fred would like to thank Susan Tatler and Romana Eder (a house guest who was visiting from Austria) for 

helping to drive the truck and decorate the float.  Also, thank you to Bill Rafoss who helped load the handcar at 

the Museum and David Morrison who loaned us his utility trailer for the occasion. 

 

 

  
 
Photos courtesy of Fred Tatler 
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Summer Employee Farewell 
 

Seeing that this issue of the newsletter will be out before the end of August, it’s only fitting that we say thank 

you to our two summer employees Lindsay Sthamann and Josh Kurtenbach. Looking after the Museum 

grounds, giving guided tours, running the speeder, Gift Shop and working with the Curator accessioning 

artifacts were just but a few jobs that they took on with energy and enthusiasm.  

 

The membership of the SRHA would like to thank Lindsay and Josh for their hard work, and wish them all the 

best in the future. We hope that they stop by from time to time to say hello. 

  

    
 Photos by PJ Kennedy 

 

 

 
    

  Originally published in 2006 Souvenir Edition of SRM Newsletter – Editors, Bill and Ann Heselton 
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Calendar of Upcoming Events: 

 
Date: Event: Location: Time: 

    

September 2, 2013  Labour Day – Last 

day open in 2013 

Member/Staff 

windup 

Museum 10:00pm – 6:00pm 

 

4:00pm – 6:00pm    

September 7, 2013  Board Meeting Museum   10:00am 

September 21, 2013 

 

General Meeting Museum   10:00am to 12:00pm 

October 5, 2013 Board Meeting Museum 10:00 a.m. 

October 26, 2013  General Meeting WDM  10:00am to 12:00pm   

November 16, 2013 Board Meeting TBA   10:00 a.m. 

November ?, 2013 General Meeting TBA 10:00am to 12:00pm  

December 14, 2013 Board Meeting TBA    10:00 a.m. 

January 11, 2014 Board Meeting TBA  10:00 a.m. 

January 25, 2014 AGM WDM  2:00pm – 4:00pm 

February 15, 2014 General Meeting WDM  10:00am to 12:00pm   

March 15, 2013 General Meeting WDM  10:00am to 12:00pm   

 

               
 

If you have any comments or submissions please forward to the editors at Newsletter@SRHA.org 

 

Views expressed in the Newsletter are not necessarily those of the S.R.H.A. or the editors. Submissions of 

photographs and articles are actively encouraged and should be addressed to the editors. All other enquiries 

regarding the S.R.H.A. should be addressed to the Association.   

mailto:Newsletter@SRHA.org

